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Ponders in Three Parts

¤ Why do we still rely on humans to perform the 
most critical tasks in OA&M ?

¤ We are in control of what ?

¤ Technological evolution, social devolution ?
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On the Matter of Trust

¤ In machines we trust
¤ Lifestyle and social interactions
¤ Business and finance
¤ Communication and information
¤ Safety

¤ In machines we trust ?
¤ Privacy
¤ Security
¤ Reliability
¤ Accountability
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Privacy
¤ The great digital YOU

¤ Smart phones and GPS
¤ Internet owns the digital you
¤ Social networks know you and your friends best
¤ On the horizon: more wearable devices, smart grid, smart 

homes, smart cities, etc.
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Privacy
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Security

¤ If it is a machine someone has interest in hacking it
¤ Old school: computers and laptops
¤ Cyberwarfare: servers, institutions, infrastructure, social 

media
¤ US DoD spending on Cyberwarfare capability and 

defense hundreds of Billions every year

¤ Digital things: smartphones, smart watches, cameras, E-
health devices (e.g., pacemakers and insulin pumps)

¤ Increasing presence and reliance on machines is 
accelerating security risks 
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Disable OTA Firmware Update !
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Reliability

¤ Remember the blue screen joke ?

“My main conclusion after spending ten years 
of my life working on the TEX project is that 
software is hard. It’s harder than anything else 
I’ve ever had to do.”                 – Donald Knuth 
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From Space to Road
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Accountability

¤ “Whose fault in a driverless-car crash?” – Times

¤ “Finance software bug causes $217m in investor 
losses” – The Register

¤ “Who is accountable when drones kill?” – IEEE 
Spectrum
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Are We In Control ?
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Machine and ICT Dependency

¤ Pre-1990, Imagine a world without power

¤ Post-1990, Imagine a world without communication and 
Internet

¤ Today, Imagine a world without ICT 

¤ Tomorrow? Imagine a world without IoT and robots?

à We are witnessing and increasing reliance on machines
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Management Overload and Big Data

¤ Human administrator makes the critical calls
¤ How many daily at a single datacenter?
¤ How many daily at network command center?
¤ Management overload

¤ Information and understanding
¤ Too much information, too little understanding and too late 

to react (the big data problem)
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When your Life Depends on It

¤ In the event of a catastrophe
¤ E.g., great tsunami of Japan
¤ Powerless, infrastructure-less, and machine-less

¤ Wilderness survival skills – rare post Medieval ages

¤ Handicraft skills – rare post industrial revolution

¤ Machinery skills – rare post 2000

¤ Management skills – rare post “driverless” networks
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Decline of Know-Hows
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Automation and Delegation

Efficiency

Know-hows



Ponders in Three Parts

¤ Why do we still rely on humans to perform the most 
critical tasks in administration ?

¤ Are We in Control ?

¤ Technological evolution, social devolution ?
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Productivity, Efficiency, Transformation

¤ Automation undoubtedly,
¤ Increases productivity
¤ Accelerates wealth generation
¤ Raises standard of living
¤ Expands the realm of human experience and 

possibilities
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Less & More

¤ Less job demand
¤ The winners: highly-skilled workers (the bar keeps rising every few 

years)
¤ The losers: low-skill labor

¤ More wealth generation and concentration
¤ The winners: 1% 
¤ The losers: 99%
¤ Automation accelerates wealth generation

¤ Less labor, more capital
¤ Increasing in corporate revenue is funnelled more and more into 

capital, less and less into labor
¤ Machines don’t rest, don’t complain, don’t take salary
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Need for Reform
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Inducers of Change

¤ Education reform
¤ Understand the strive (worker vs. leader, superstar vs. 

everyone else)
¤ Programs that generate leaders and innovations

¤ Social reform
¤ Fairness in wealth distribution, fairness in distribution of 

accountability

¤ Technological reform
¤ Less creation, more understanding
¤ Much more assurance in terms of trust (privacy, security, 

reliability and accountability)
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